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Abstract
A simple modification to existing probabilistic relaxation
procedures is suggested which allows the information contained
in initial labels to exert an influence on the direction of re-
laxation throughout the process. In this manner, the initial
labels assume more importance than with conventional algorithms
and are used in combination with the outcome of relaxation at
each iteration to produce a cooperative estimate of the correct
label for a particular object. Pixel labeling examples are pre-
sented which show the performance that can be obtained with the
modified algorithm. The procedure is readily generalized to allow
other data to influence the process.
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INTRODUCTION
Probabilistic relaxation procedures iteratively modify an initial estimate
of the labeling of a scene element by reference to spatial context. Several
algorithms have been proposed for this purpose; Rosenfeld et al [1] have
devised a technique that introduces context by means of correlations of labels
between objects and their neighbors. Zucker and Mohammed (2] have suggested
schemes that depend instead upon the conditional probability of occurrence of
a particular label on an object in view of the labeling on neighbors. More
recently an algorithm. also based upon a probabilistic interpretation of
context, and which has a probabilistic rather than heuristic basis, has been
proposed [3] as have variations on Rosenfeld's algorithm [4,5] and an algo-
rithm derived from a constrained optimization of a mixed consistency and
ambiguity criterion [6].
It is an essential ingredient of the above schemes that the initial
scene labeling is used only once, viz., when the algorithm is initialized,
and thereafter the success of the final labeling is dependent upon both the
attributes of the algorithm and the accuracy of the contextual data, both 	
]
of which can be envisaged as assuming more significance relative to the
initial labeling as relaxation proceeds. This may not be a difficulty in
picture-labeling problems such as the "toy triangle" example often used [1,2] 	 3
since the initial labeling is seen mainly as an initialization procedure and
the context information is often known with certainty. The situation can be
quite different, however, in pixel labeling exercises such as those undertaken
in the interpretation of Landsat images. For example, when it is desired to
determine a label for every pixel in an image, the contextual information would 	 f
generally not be known exactly and indeed may only be an estimate based upon 	
3
i
"typical" image data of a similar type. Further, the initial labeling, by
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and large, would represent "the best one could do" based upon all information
at hand, apart from context. In such a situation, the information is therefore
contained very much in both the context and the initial labels. As relaxation
is applied, it is desirable that both of these sources be used to produce
final labels which are. as far as possible, consistent with both the context
and the initial labels. The complexity of pixel labelino also makes this
desirable. Unlike many simple object labeling exercises in picture processing,
where there exists only a small number of possible (final) label distributions,
ambiguity in pixel labeling can be enormous. Clearly the reduction of
ambiguity already undertaken in the production of the initial labels is there-
fore worth maintaining to some extent during relaxation to steer the process
towards a reasonable and narrow subset of all possible label distributions.
In the following , a procedure is presented for achieving this by allowing the
algorithm to keep sight of the initial labels while creating contextual con-
sistency.
PIXEL RELAXATION LABELING
As a vehicle for the discussion, consider the arithmetic-averaging-rule
procedure of Zucker and Mohammed [21, which can be written
p k+l 00 = pk(^)gkM / Ep k(X ) g k( X )	 (1)
X
with q k (X) = Fdij^'pij01V)p^W)
j	 a
in which p k+l (A) is the k+l th estimate of the probability that pixel i
has label N given that pixel j has label a", and the d ij are a set of weighting
constants which satisfy jd ij = 1. Often, as is the case here, all d ij are
considered equal. When this is not the case, they allow some neighbors to be
more influential than ethers in modifying the label probability estimates.
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In applying an algorithm of the type (1) to pixel labeling, it is
first necessary to establish the "neighborhood" that is considered significant.
In this note the neighborhood is taken to include only those pixels immediately
above, below, and to each side of the pixel of interest (the four "nearest
neighbors"). It is also important to establish a set of probabilities on the
image boundaries that can be used when relaxing pixels adjacent to boundaries.
In the absence of any indication to the contrary, it seems reasonable to assume
that all labels are equiprobable on the boundary, an assumption that has been
adopted throughout the remainder of this paper.
Figures la and lb show the results of two simple relaxation exercises
where either of two labels W or b (representing "blank") has to be assigned
to each of a set of pixels. In each case, the context conditional probabilities
were determined by counting joint and individual occurrences in the "true"
data. However, rather than computing four different sets of these correspond-
ing to each different neighbor type (left, right, above, and below), a single
set was calculated by counting joint occurrences both vertically and horizontally.
These examples illustrate a difficulty with simple application of the
scene relaxation algorithm of (1); the same will be true of other techniques
also. In Figure la, it is seen that final labeling has apparently occurred
in 7 iterations. Inspection of the set of label probabilities, however, reveals
that although most of the pixel probabilities at this stage are near a fixed
point (i.e., p i (a) = 0 or 1)*, those near the corners of the W field are not
and are thus still susceptible to modification. As relaxation proceeds beyond
7 iteration, corners begin to disappear and all corner regions are substantially
weakened in the final labeling as seen in the Figure.
The reason for the disappearance of the W labels can be appreciated by
examining the relaxation mechanism in the vicinity of a corner pixel. The
*For a discussion of conditions regarding fixed points, see Zucker et al [7].
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probability that the corner pixel has label W is modified by its neighbors
via the conditional probabilities p(WW) and p(Wlb). Similarly the probability
that its label is blank is modified via the context conditionals p(b!b) and
p(blW). However, once the label probabilities of the neighbors have approached
the fixed points of 0 or 1, only one context conditional probability in each
of the above pairs is significant, depending upon the label at a neighbor
which has the higher probability. This is depicted in Figure 2. Suppose
p(b1b) > p(WIW); then for a two-label problem p(blW) > p(Wjb) also. Con-
sequently the situation in Figure ."b is dominant, i.e., the context probabilities
acting to enhance the probability that the corner pixel is blank are stronger
than those which act to enhance the probability that the label is W. As a
result, the W label weakens as observed. However, should p(WIW) > p(b1b),
the corner pixel labeling obviously would not have weakened in this example,
although such an a rrangement of conditionals would lead to a loss of the
blank label on the corner pixel of a blank region (i.e., an internal corner
within a W field). This effect is evident in the example of Figure lb.
Label degradation effects similar to those mentioned above could be
expected to occur when segment boundaries intersect a boundary of the image
(on which a set of boundary condition probabilities has been established).
As a result of the above effects, labeling accuracy, although improving
in the early stages of a relaxation exercise, will undergo a subsequent gradual
degradation; this trend can also be seen in results presented by other in-
vestigators [3].
III. SUPERVISED RELAXATION LABELING
It is proposed now that the degradation described above could be reduced
by giving the alqorithm access to the initial data, thus enabling it to form
an overall impression of the correct label for a particular pixel. Clearly
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not too much weight should be placed on the initial labels since they may
also contain errors. However, some judicious combination of both the context
data and the initial labeling would seem worthwhile.
The initial labeling can be made to exert an influence on the direction
of the relaxation process in several ways. One would be to permit the pixel
currently under modification to contribute to its own neighborhood function
in an appropriate manner. Another, which has some useful generalizations, is
presented below.
At the kth iteration, the probability that pixel i has the particular
label a is given, from an application of (1), as pk(a). If the corresponding
initial labeling probability is * p° (a), then it would be desirable that pi(a)
be increased relative to the other label estimates at the i th pixel if pow
is the largest initial estimate. This can be achieved by modifying each of
the label probabilities at the k th iteration according to
P i
 
M+ = pk ( X ) [ 1 + 6( Np? ( X ) - 1 )l	 (2)
followed by a normalization, to ensure the results are also properly prob-
abilities. In (2), p  M+ is the label probability estimate modified by
reference to the supervising data, N is the number of possible labels, and
a is a factor that can be used to adjust the degree of influence the initial
labeling probability has in the modification procedure. (In particular a = 0
corresponds to no modification, leading to the relaxation procedure given
simply by (1).) The new label estimates are re-entered in (1) to proceed
with the next iteration of relaxation. For a two-label problem, a variation
on (2) -- which is easily implemented computationally and which leads to
probabilities which require no further normalization -- is illustrated in
Figure 3. The parameter a shown in that diagram controls the amount by which
pk(a) is changed, and is given by
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« a '^ + Mpi(A) - 4)•	 (3)
Owing to the manner in which the iterates are enhanced or weakened by
reference to external (initial) data, the authors have referred to this
modified procedure as supervised relaxation labeling.
IV. EXPERIMENtAL RESULTS
The example of Figure la was chosen to test the supervised relaxation
algorithm; the final labeling achieved is shown in Figure 4. Compar4ng
Figures 4 and la, it is seen that incorporating supervision into the relaxation
procedure has circumvented label weakening at the corners which would other-
wise occur. Inspection of the label probabilities confirms that the results
in Figure 4, including the corner region pixels, are at fixed points of 0 or
1 after about 40 iterations and thus cannot change further, i.e., cannot be
weakened. By comparison, the label probabilities for the corner pixels
without supervision weaken to zero, i.e., W -+ b. Had the initial labeling been
erroneous on a corner, that error of course would also have appeared in the
final labeling, even with supervision.
Figure 5 shows the example of Figure lb redone with supervision incor-
porated into the relaxation algorithm. As seen, there is again a substantial
improvement offered by supervising with the initial label estimates owing to
preservation of the internal corners.
The model data sets of the previous examples were used to enable individual
pixels to be examined in determination of labeling errors. As an indication
of the performance of supe rvised relaxation on more extensive, real data, the
results shown in Figure 6 are presented. This shows labeling error versus
number of iterations, using supervised and unsupervised relaxation, ;,!'tained
in a wheat/nonwheat labeling exercise. In this, an area in Kansas was classified
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from multitemporal Landsat data, using a minim;: ,r distance to means classifier
to provide the initial labeling. Using the ',1r1 ,Pho ►iwVd assumption chosen
earlier and determining 6 empirically, the results shown were obtained. As
seen, without supervision the labeling error pa;ses through a minimum and then
degrades; with supervision, the error falls in a monotonic fashion to a value
not too different from the minimum in the unsupervised curve.
In general, there is an optimum value of B that should be usea 	 A large
a imposes a large degree of modification on each iterate and thus presumably
reflects a high degree of confidence in the accuracy of the initial labels.
Obviously, errors in the initial labels are more likely to influence the final
labeling for large a. As yet no theoretical guidelines have been derived that
permit a valu,,
 for a to be chosen on analytical grounds. Consequently, in
practice it would be desirable to have training data available to enable this
parameter to be determined just as classifier parameters are established using
prototype information.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In regions of an image where the initial labeling is in error, the
relaxation mechanism and the direction provided by supervision are often in
conflict. Although this conflict is ultimately resolved, it does tend to slow
the initial convergence of the process, as can be noted in a comparison of
Fiqures 1, 4 and 5. This slower start is, however, more than offset in the
examples investigated by the authors, since the supervised procedure settles
into a fairly stable, steady state whereas the weakening processes, referred
to in Section 2 above, persist for quite some time in the absence of super-
vision. leading to gradual changes in labeling.
The structure of the algorithm proposed in Section III above does riot,
in principle, restrict the supervising information to the initial labeling.
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Rather it would be perfectly possible to use any form of information about
the area to be labeled to supervise the process. A situation could be en-
visaged, for example, where ancillary data becomes available after an extensive
initial labeling exercise has been undertaken. These data could then be used
separately or together with the initial labeling to guide the relaxation
process. In such a situat; ,)n the pi(a) in (2) would be altered to reflect the
influence of the ancillary information.
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Figure 1. Pixel labelin g examples usinq the algorithm of (1).
(a) Demonst ration of 'W" label weakening
at corners.
(b) Demonstration of "b" (blank) label weakening
at corners.
In the initial labeling, pixels shown as W were
initialized with p(W) a 0.9. whereas those shown
as blank were initialized with p(b) - 0.9. This
choice was made in all model examples.
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Figure 2. The significant context conditional probabilities acting
to establish a label of (a)W and (b) b (blank) on a corner
pixel, at a stage in the relaxation procedure where all
pixel probabilities are near 0 -- 1.
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Figure 3. Prescription for modifying iterates by
reference to supervising information
for a two-label problem.
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Figure 6. Label error ►•tith and without supervision for
a wheat/nonwheat classification exercise.
The image consisted of 4000 pixels which
were labeled initially as wheat or nonwheat
by using a minimum distance to means classifier
on multitemporal Landsat acquisitions over
Kansas.
